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A father and his two soltwish to. Crosi

a river in a boat:* boat

only carry 200 pounds at a time. If the.
4 )

father weighs 200 poionds and his \soni

weigh- 100<nd§ each, hot can they cross
the river in the boat?

18.RD6.

1.

4

(1

I

r

MrS. Plaligh planted.po pies and petunias:in a
)

, plot so they shared a o ndary. Which of 'these
is Mrs% Prough'S plot? A point is not a. boun ary.) 4

.

aS
poppies pefursios

Mr. p:rdner wanted to -plant prdeflias. geraniums,
'and, g Show how he could plant the flowers
so Ihe gardenias are n xt to the- geraniums. -but :

Ahe geraniums -are not next to the gladiolas.

w Shaw how mr. Gardner could .plant the flowers so
each type is next to each- of the other two types: .

14 -
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.J The 2 boys cross together.' One'.stays and the
other returns. Then the father crosses alone and the
boy returns. Fin

i
ly both'boys cross together. 7.

One team drew a. diagram to picture the answer:

4

(:tp I86

f)Another team-took slips of paper mar ed
Thpy Moved the slips across-an ima in,exy, river until
they .understpod:hovi to,: solve the roblem. )

1 RD

3.'

4i iGeraniums Gardenias'
1MlamIr

Gladiolas

Geraniums

Gardenias

-,.One team solved the,problem by drawing pl.cture's of the
flower gardens. Tffbn they read the.p blem again and
deed if the picture was acortec/t. an wer.,c

e
t Z-
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\
yio candles bf length art_
.c
l't a the' same time. One candle

takes 6°..houri and the other 3 hours

to.burn out. 'Afterhow,much 'time

will'the slower" burnFag ciandle.be
a

ex tli't.wite as long4s. the faster

burning ones
,

IP

r .4

Find- 'o'fit how many -timers the phone rlings

"in 10 smonds.

Estimate Xow long arimg,is.,

Eltimate how long the ntUse is i

each\ring:.

98
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T ) 2 Hours.

.0110 team drew pictures of the two candles to show how miich
would be -left of er pne hopr, aftt, two hours, after three
hours.

After One Hour After Two Hours
i',":7 /

,

I

...11.....4..=.1 I

l

After 'Three Hours

,

r!.

3

They sdw that afte/r too hours 4/6 of the b.i candle,was
1/3 of the'/ittIe candle 14as.left. 4/6 is twice, as big

20R/46

T

o r

0 I

,eft and S
as 1/3.

1. 3 or 4 times

2. A, ring is aboi4t one second, long

3. Thipause is about two seconds long.

One team"listened to a phone ringing and collected their data.

r.

99
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2.2RI461

T

gallons .

1. CCHHHH

3. CHHNH,A,

5. CCHHHArA4

7. CiTHH",,4,
CH

9. CCHH211,
HH

11. CHH,,e
CHH

13. CCH,Z,
/HHH

15. CH/14, r,
CHHHccz
HHHH

7
To check their guess one
in 10 secon s. They put
the cup was filled in 10

4t

.V1/1HH./r/c c.

4. CHH-I/
CH

6. HHH/
CH

. c
CHH

10.. HH7",....,./

12. CH,-,,c/1
aorm

14. H/ep,..,>,-,t, .

CCHHH
16. CZ /

"Pr `HHHH

.4

team got a. faucet to drip 18 times
a measuring cup under it and found
minutes. Then they made this-table.

Time )10 min. '1 hr. 1 hr. 24 hrs. 24 hr. 24 hrs.

Water 1 cup 6 cups 3 pts. 72 pts. 36 qts. 9-gal.

Another team checked their guess by getting a faucet to
drip 18 times in 10 seconds. Then they:let the faucet drip
into a container for(.30 minutes.- The container 1-tad one
quart' 'of water in, it after 30 minutes. Then they made
this table.

Time 30 min. ,1 hr.
.

2 hrs'.. . 2 hri.' 24 hrs.

Water 1- t. 2 qts. 4 qts. 1 gal-, 12 gal.



Four. hikers came to a 'wide river. The only way they

could cross the, river was in a smal I. boat owned by

two chi 1 dren: The boat would hold lioth children or

one hiker. It would not hold a hiker and a ch i.,1 d

and it would not hold two hikers... How. did the hikers,'

cross the river -using only the.,-boat?

22.RMfi

4

e

If a water faucet drips
18 drips in 10 seconds,
hoy much 'water w111 be lost

.

in 24 hours?' Which of thilse
quessas would you Choose?

1 gallon 10 gall ons

1, 0 gal 1 ond )000 gal.lons.

101
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Your dad plants. corn in rows that are 30 inches

apart. ^ How, many rows can :he plant in a fi d that

is 375 feet wide?

4.
-49 dile .r

+ *r
Nr. *fr- 41r

-we

'o

2413b6 ti

,A furniture. dealer bogghlt a bookcase for $35.00 and t.

sold it for $40.04 The,n he repurchased It for $30.00":

He then .sol d it again for $35.00. Howintuch prof it

did he make $5.00, $10.130; 4-5.00?



150, 151 *rows

One teair made this table.

Feet

P

: 1... 25 \,100

.- .

300

..,..

;75 375

Rows ,1 10 v 40 120 . '30 150

-- There could be 150 o 151 rows.

A. If the rows start at the very edge of the field there are: Al'

1

e
gOtherwise there are 150 rrcks.

4

24RD6,

T

A

$14.00

He made $5.00 on the firdtsale and $5.00
. ,

A \

4

the 'second sale..

1J3

(4.

1.

V r
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Eetimate'ho* mmy 
hold. 

ounces each Hof the other two jars- 

104 
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60 bu. of #1 apples ( and 44 bu. of #2 apples)

One .team made ue'sses and put them
found ,one that worked.

#1 #1 valuie

4-10

30.1

50'

60 st1/4)

26RM6
- ,

90

'70

50

1 40

sI AI-

Jar B

Jar- C

1'

$4/L00,

430

450

046011)

in a table until they
4r4; a " )

12 Ounces

20-Ourtdes.'

r

4

V
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You are counting railroad carP! 44) railroad cars-
go' by. in 1 Railroatl cars are ,*about 70 feet

long. Estim to the speed, of the moving trairVin
miles per.hour.,,k.

26C6

Your classroom a big box.

1. Meke\zn estimate for the dimensions of yotir
classroom.

,Lcingth
;Width tu-

meters
meters

Height Ju meters

Use your eitimate°s^ to estimate the total surface°
area of your room.

eurfacti Area = 21 x44/4. 2.waxiv+
Surface Area. square meters.

Estimate.thevolume of iyaur classroom.

Volume r,
Vblume

1u6
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T Ab ut 12 miles per hour.

4
)

. One team multiplied 14 times 70. They estimated the train
4

was moving about 1000 feet a minute or 60,0OO feet in 1 hour

j(60 minutes). They estimAedithat 60,000 feet per hour was

dbout 12 Milds-per 'hour.

The students' estimates of, surface area and volume"are
dependent on their estimates of the.classr8om dimensions.

'0

1. One team folind that two of their(steps were, abot4t
1 meter. They stepped off the length andwidth and
then estimated the height.

2. To de -mine the surface area and volume, 'oAe team
the foYmulag. Another team used drawings:

hey estimated the surface area by counting squares.

ilbor and ceiling_.

410

11111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
11111111111111111

2 lOng walls 2 short walls
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: 11-..

4 4

X.,

.. .

.

Make a.sequanCe with nin dots like the one above,'
...

on our paper. tri4srall thErddts with 4 strOght

lines without lifting/your pencil. L.\

1

..o.

4

46M6
24-

- our Cutler . -ad.
...,..doll 22914._ SunnysIde 232-11.o

...ughton Estella Mrs -. 331 Sumner 234-4806
Naughton Sylvester 2605 Idaho 232-2084
Naughton William Jr 331 Sumner 234-4806
Hiugsdal Bruce 1864 Independence Av 233-4219

ItteauujP-Ernest G 1228 Maynrd 232-8201
ptly Robeitl est 425 Washington 232-6561

Res 142 ryingto4Dr 291-7168
111111111/1 Rkk 910 Arcirough 233-0417
Hawu Vernon L 202 . Downing 234-4531" He- -1.'4.* . 234-0010

234-2934
012.4prw

Lue.t..e 409 W 5
Hayes Luverne 4201/2 E 4
Hayes M A 616 Wallgate Av
Hayes Mary 520 Adams
Ha s Ophelia 235 Jackson
Hay! PJ,Jr 1012 Grant
Hayes aul Mrs 246 Western
Hayes earl Rev 1203 Beech
Hayes 112 Western Av
Hayes Ra J 515 F 2
Hayes P4'

nets.,
234-7969 Hegel
235-7283 Hegenb.
234-7817 Heggebo r
291.6336 Heggebo
232-1676 Heggebo
232-9122 Heggebo Rob.
233-1125 Heggebo T M
232-2345 tjeibirger
234-1964 Heibirger
233.5012 Heithel M
2334720 Helchel Po
232-8115 HOPI

..742 Aft

Finta telephone book.

1. How many phone numbers are on a page?

2. How many phone numbers are in your book?

3. If there are 1,000,000 phone numbers- in a

Chicago phone book, how many pages would it

take to list them?

_Os
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There are other ways, to, a, it...

4GM6
T

A.

r 40
1.- The studehts will randomly select.a.pagesfrom the

phone book and count' the numbers on that page. .Fora
x 11" phone book, a good estimate is275 to 300

numbers per page.

2. The students multiplied the number of phones per
,page by the number of pages)in the book:

3. 3,333 pages (This answer will depend on the data
'c011ected in the previous, problems.)

at
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coridal`
0 .

Oho
r

turn of tar thee i moves' the car ahead

about 6 feet. A t ire manufacturer guaranIees a

t i re for 40,000 mi 1 es. .Est mlny turns

of-the. t ire, are guaranteed by the manufacturer.

66V6

Lou we ograms more than Len. I f Len

weighed twice as much as hp does ngw, then he

would weigh 20 k 1 °grams more than Lou. Now much

does, each person weigh?

!s,

110
"
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L

T. 000,000

ti

%,

:
, ". \,:qta- s r

. A .

sturn of the tire is a good estimate.
,

\

sl D p.

OnP team divided 5280 (feet in a by 6 aiiid estimated
a car rwheel would mghe 900 turn in ne M1,1e.' They thought
the manufacturer guai-.1ante$0 900' x 40,000 or about 36,000,000
turns of, the tire. r

-74

6GV6,

4Lou 15 kg,, Len 10 kg

onk team made this tab'e to record their guess.

Lou x2 : , ten Difference

6 12. 6 5 = 1 12 - 1 = 11

10 20 '10 - 5 = 5 ,20 - 5 =;15
.' 4.

20 40 ZO - 5 = 15 40 - 15 = 25

L15 ..30 15 -.5 = 10 30 - 10 = 20

111

11,
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About -how long Ira .lima bean? Use your estimate
to knswer. ,theise questions.
1 How rushy 1 ima beans wduld wake a 1 ine acr.ois

your desk if:your ridsk is 60 cent imeteiss across;
4

Hotsv-miny 1,iWb sans would: it take e.nd end to
gp across your clisoroom if the classroom is

de 4lbout -10 meters ._wi dA?

,',.,How icing a---1 ine could '-yoti make with 10,000 b Os
end to end? -: , i ,

i
,

4. If there ,are about 1,200.beans irelear
go.

ourd, hovh
many pounds-of beans would you
(about 1600 meters)?

. 1

4

PERFECT
SQUARES.

4

4 1s a perfect square because 2 x 2 = 4

2t Pis a perfect- square because -5 x 5

81 is a perfect square because 9 x' = 81

What number can yOa add to bath 100 and 164 t

25

two. /per/fact aquaresT

get
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A. r 61, :Atoms -
..

, tennis estimated a lima bean to be one center r long.

_2. 000 beans ' it

3. 10,000 cm or 100 m

,One team estimatedt 1,200 beans'would go 1,200.centimetes,
or 12 meters. .In 1 mile. (1600)peters) they itstimated they
would need about 133 pounds:

Something Else .to Try:
r

About six miles.

8GC6
T.

125

One team made guesses that would make 100 plus' the guess

a perfect square and then checked ...it for 164.

100 + 21 = 121(11 X'11)

100 = 144(12 x 12)
t

100+ '69 = 169(13 X 13)

100'+ $6.= 196(14 x 14)

164+ 21= 185

164 + 44 =.208.

164 + 69 = 233

-146i + 96 = 260

(100 T125 = 22!(15 x 15) 164 + 125= 289(17 x 17). j

113
tr4
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iiVymP P per son can carry 4 days'

N supply of food- and water"for a 'trip

acrs. a (lesert,whidh takes .8 days Ito
. .

cross: One persOn cannot make ..the tri p

alone because the ,food and ,water would

be used after .4 days. How many persons

. would have to start out in 'order for

one. person tb get across and for the

others to, get back to the tarting point?

Mary gave a puzzle to Ed to salve.. She said, "I

spent 660°.anO)bought- 3 gizzies aitd. 2 fizzies.- If

I. had bought 2 gizries and 3 f izzi es I would have

.needed two cents less. Howmuch does a gizzy cost?"

Ed solved the problem ri two days. Car you solve it?

'114
4.
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9GD6
3 Persons Must Start.

6

,.4 One team, organized its thinki in this table. The,pers s
are called A,' B, an C. The number show the-amount of fbod
supply,. The arrow show the direction they're'going. .

pay- 11 * "'Pay 2 Day .. j 1.71, O. , -

Begin Epd Beg End. Eegin End , Begin End Begin. .End 'degin- End

3
4
-->

3 3
.

2 \'
.

.4 - 2 1- 0
mate . -,

4
*Pi

3 . 1 '' 0
kl cime

,
.

.

lOGV6
T

14 cents for a gizzy (alid 12C for a fizzy)

t.

115
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A smal 1 Car i s about 15 feet, 1 ong .and a VEirge Dart

:i s OW 18, feet 1 ungA Use this s i nformati.on to
es-timate .an answer to. those.

Nu_

, i . .4- 1

'F: New many large cars Can be [larked buiper to
.1)Limper in 300 faet? (About one ock) ,

--

.12 ; *Now many, small 6-ars 'ean be parked bumper to
rlbumpe,An' 300

,
.feet?

. )
7 .

, , ,

A

l,

ine
\

on Ahe toll 1 way was liumpgr to. bumper
for 3 miles. About .how many cars were on that
sect ioh. of the tol 1 way?.

. \ )

*4.

Railroad t i es are 1 8 Inches apart/ I f the railroad

track from New York to San Franasco is 3000 miles,

,how many ties- would it take.?
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1. .16 carsfie a good
.2. -2Tcars' c.,:-:

K

3. ,Beltwpbri 1188 and 1056 . .\ . \* 1°'
)

One team used tAir eStifiutiptsin parts-Tand 2 to estimate tha
Mcars'eould be lined-Up bumpef,tnbumper .in 300 -feet.

-- Upin.5000 feerto be about 3 milel, they thought :..

'
:

y

' ows

.,, '300'feet 'xi 18 cars
w

15000 leet = 900 Ears

.4

es , J..

-Something Else to Try

The team estimated that 1 small and 1 large car parked bumper to bemp r
would make a live 33 feet long. They built a table:

V

.-
Cars 2 . #100, , 100,000,-000

Length 33 .1650r- 1,650,000,000
'(feet)

----...

12GC6
T 10,560,000 Ties

This assumes it is 18 inches from the center of one

tie to 'the center of the next- tie.

/
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Tlireeex Fers and three c.ann i bals -7
0

"had to cross a r iver in4-a small boat.
(,

Ile boat wou,loLcarry only two Orsons:'

at, a :tittle. >Knowninj the flab i is of the

lanni balls the explorer's knew that

i f. there were -ever more c-anni bals than

.explorers, on one si.de of the river,

they:wouid gej eaterlWily 'one. of

the explorers and, one of the cannibals '

coujd row. How d theIN manage to get

across the river?

(4)

146V6

Chris found that 5 norks and

pl orbs 100 grams. Terrie

forind t at 6 norks and orbs

is i gh -100 grams. What do 10 norks

and 10 pl orbs weigh? How can .Chr i s

and Terr ie d. the weight of one

nork?

116

v
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circled letters indicate the rowers.

4

4.

1#'

10.\ cc/ -70
71,-(zEE

132 /C
Air 7 EEE -

14GVE
T

14.

10 norks + 10 plorbs weigh 200,gram4b
30 norks +,10 plorbs weigh 500 grams.

(
.

i

20 norks must weigh 300 grams.

Each cork weighs 15 grams.

dr

t

r -%
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If you place -1 bar so=ap,'pon a pap of a scale.4',in
3f4 Jrf -aL,,bar of soap...and z 3041.grarri.weight on the

oiner3,-, the pins- balance. How much dcjIs., the bar --a-f

soap weigh?

4'

Use this information to determing_how -many beins are

in these boxes. The sum of thi num.ber of beans in
A and 'B is =385. . The difference between the number.

of beans in 'B and C is 65. The .sum of the number

o in A and C is '320. The di'fference batween

the number of beans in A and C is 70..

a.

,



. ".

One team thought this way:

"30* grams must be equal to 1/4 ofthe"bar of soap.

Therefore, 4 times_ 30`0 shOuld be the weight of the soap,

4 x 300 =' 1200."

,-16GV6

.

A'has 195..- B,has 150'. C has 125.

One team organized their guesSes in a table. They
first guessed A had 1007beans.

A ,, B C 61 i
100 285 220.----"

200 185 120

190 195 130

.
195.. 190 125

"But 100' - 220. #.'70, 'So they
guessed A had _200. But
20,0 - 12(1 # 70

So they 'guessed A d 150.,
'But 190".- 125 # 70.

g ,
'So they guessdd A. had 195.
195 - 125 = 70

,:.

Another team :looked for two numbers that added to 320
and differed by 70. These numbers (195 and 125) were
the number of beans in A and-co Then they 'found that
B has 190 beans.
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A'restaurant, famous for its rolls, doesn't charge

`for. them .,the diner eats a reasonable,number.

There is a charge, however, for each roll eaten above

the magic number. A husband and wife who loved the

crispy rolls, together consumed 13 and 'Were charged

60 cents. Had one person' eaten them, the charge

would have, been. $1.60.

How many rolls can a person eat without being charged?

18806,

You can cut a pie into 7 pieces with only three

straight cuts: What is the largest number of

pieces you can make with 5 cuts?

111
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5 f e roll's each 4

Ye

One team-organized its thinking this way.
First they guessed'each person got 6-free rolls.
Two persons would get 12 free rolls and have'tO pay for only
I roll. That roll cost 600. If one person ate 13 rolls
(6 free), 7 would have to be paid for. 'Then would cost
$4.20 not $1,60.

Next th team gud ged each person got 4.free rolls and then
,Jtested their gue s.

Number free
rolls each person

(2 people). 6 ata,34,
(I person) 6 i

(2 people) 4
P41441(l person) 4

(2 people) .5

(1 person), 5

46.Piecds-

One*tetim, drew.;
a pixt.ure and
counted the
pieces.

.

Nilimber to
pay for

cost of

1 600 J'IPIL\L
7 (7 x .60 = $4.20)

5 120 didi"
9 (9 x .12 = $1.08)

3

8

200 j4dt,

(8 x .20. = 1.60)

Another team made a list and looked for a pattern.

'Number of cuts Number of pieces

0
1
2

3
4
5

2 (1 more added)'
4 (2 more added)
7 (3 more add

11 (4 more ded)
16 (5 mor= added)
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How high is an airplane?

1. You are passenger cin
an plane. The pilot
sayt you are flying at
32,000 feet, Estimate
how many miles high yoU
are flying?

2.. You look out the window and
estimate that it takes you
about 5 seconds to fly, from one
road to the next, which you know
is about a mile How many miles per hour is
the plane traveling?

3. The plane took off at an angle of 30 degrees.
How far at that angle will the.plane fly before,
it reacheS its cruising elevation of 32,000 feet?

206C6
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1. ,6 miles high is a good estimate.
2. Q720 miles per hour is a, good estimate. One team

thought this way: 1 mile in 5 seconds is 12 miles in
1 minute: 12 miles in 1 minute is 720 miles in 1 hour.'

3. One team made this diawing:

,

They used their drawing to estimate that the plane would
-travel 12 miles.

20G6'
T

15 is the squareroot of 225

"Ond-team multiplied to find,the square root of 225. They

made a list like this:
AS.

Py

10 x 10 = 100
11 x 11 = 221 t.1
12 x 12'= 144
13 x 13 = 169
14 x 14 = 196
15 x 15'= 225
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What is the fewest number of

circles you drawthat have

bra 1 inch diameter that will

completely cover a square that

is 2 inch on a side'?

226116

a

6

V.

The flight attendant counted 70 passenger tickets.

She noted that there were 2 empty seat( for every

( 9 passengers and said there must be two people on

the plane without tickets. How many passengers

will the plane `hold?



9

a.

22.1r.GD6

,Nine.

I
.22GV6

T T 14.pline .1411J1old 88 pasSengers

4,

One team realized there were 72 passengers on the plane.
-eapiak.

They'built a table. to find the:number of elty seats.

Empty Setts 16

Passengers 9' 72'

, They decided the airplane could hold 16'+ 72 or 88 passengers.

127



A bicycle trays s about 7 feet forward for each turn

of the wheel.

1, iboUt how many times does it Urn. in a mile?

The nileage, on the,odometer on your bike shows 583

miles.

2, About how Many time4 did the, wheel turn during

the 5$3 mi les?

If you stacke 19 billion

hamburgers, how h gh would

the stack be?
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. A wheel turns 750 to 755 times in a mile.

. About 440,000 times.

One team thousfht this way:-

Turn of Wheel

1
10

lop

800

t

°Feet Forward

7
70

700

(5250)
5600

(

Another team divided! 5,280 feet by 7 feet ail computed to

solve the.problem.

S

NJ -

19,_000 ,;000,000 hamburgers 4 19,000,000,000 inches
4b ,1,583,333,333 feet

4 299,813 miles

One team folindithe height of the stack in inches, then
feet (by dividing by 12), then miles (by dividing by 5280).

19')

eG.

e.
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'How many 'boxes 5 cm by 8 cm by 2 cm can you put in

a boxiihat is 20 cm by 32 cm by )6&m?

'1 0

.a



ro 25GD6 128-boxes

One team'drew a picture and saw they could stack .4 bOxes
r

across, 4 boxes back, and 8 boxes high.

x 4 x 8 = 178 boxes

V

131
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